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Use the slatwall centre support if . . .

Pre-assembly

-

using a monitor arm more than 6” from a
hookstrip

-

multiple monitor arms are being used

1. Pre-assemble the aluminum frame centre
member (A) to the slatwall attachment
brackets (B) using screws (D)
2. Insert the frame attachment brackets (C)
into the open ends of the aluminum
frame centre member (A)

Hardware List

(B) 6tr11d1
Slatwall attachment bracket

(A)
Aluminum frame centre member

(D) 5112030
Scr,sm pnq #6x3/8 ty-a

(E) 5112140
Scr,sm pnr #8x5/8 ty-17

C
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Single sided option

Double sided option
Fig 1
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(C) 6tr11d2
Frame attachment bracket
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Final installation
1. On the panel where the slatwall is to
used, remove the top trim and covers.
If installing a slatwall only on one side,
remove the cover on that side only. Fig 2
2. In some instances, the panel will have a
plastic centre post that was installed by
the factory. If so, remove the plastic
centre post by removing the screws
located in the top horizontal holding it in
place. The plastic centre post can now
be removed by pulling it out. Fig 3

3. Starting at the top of the frame,
assemble the slatwall centre post,
pre-assembled in step #1, by inserting
the top end into place while rotating the
bottom end into place. Make sure that
while this is happening that you are
holding the frame attachment brackets
(C) in place until the slatwall centre
support is fully engaged. Letting gravity
do it’s job, drop the slatwall centre
support and let it rest on the bottom of
the frame. Fig 4

Top trim

4. If only one slatwall centre support is to
be used, position it approximately
centred relative to the frame. If two
slatwall centre supports are to be used,
position them so they are approximately
equally spaced relative to the frame.
5. Secure the attachment of the slatwall
centre support(s) by using screw (E).
Fig 5
6. Re-assemble the panel covers, slatwall
inserts and top trim. Fig 2
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